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Overview



Experiential activity



Debrief



Discuss findings for Outdoor Leadership Experience at Pine River Institute



Dialogue how findings & information can translate to other therapeutic approaches
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Busting a Fire

Building a Shelter
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 One word review
 Key challenge
 Key solution / coping mechanism

Debrief



What are
z the core
underpinnings of experiential
task in terms of…?

How can each be applied to your
therapeutic approach?



Skill accomplishment



Skill accomplishment



Social skills



Social skills



Personal growth



Personal growth



Team growth



Team growth



Other?



Other?

Youth Reflection
of OLE
z

‘What did you learn during OLE?’
z



I learned a lot about working as a community and the importance of communication. I got
to explore and learn more about myself.



More about myself and what I care about in others and how my actions affect others
more than I realize



I learned a lot of coping skills.



I learned how to adapt to my surroundings and to deal with my anxiety as well as
problem solve.



I really learned a lot of wilderness skills as well as starting regulation and accountability.



Hard skills like knots, building fires and bear hangs and expressing myself adequately
verbally to peers and to myself and my family through writing.



During my OLE stay I have learned so many things whether they were hard skills or just
learning about myself. In terms of myself though I found I struggle with living in the
moment because I always worry about the future. I also learned that there are bumps in
life but it always gets better if you work through them.
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What was your greatest
accomplishment during OLE?

 Completing all the beads available other than just the required minimum

per stage.
 Perhaps my craft bead (charcuterie board) or expressing myself nicely to

my mom in my hopes and intentions letter.
 I really liked how good I was at fire

 Not getting into a fight with *NAME* and getting beads.
 Getting along with people I didn't really like.
 Creating a fire from flint and steel. Completing each stage. Standing up

for myself. Using my voice. Learning to be part of a community.
Accepting my process/length it takes me.

Tell us an OLE experience that stood out for
zyou as a 'moment of change' or 'turning point'?
 When I got my fire bead, I gained more motivation and determination. It gave

me this drive to keep trying and not to give up through the program.
 When I received harsh feedback and took it to heart and changed my ways.
 I realized that the team needed me so I decided to step up and try a

leadership role
 A moment of change or turning point was when I was feeling depressed and I

wanted to leave the woods and I talked to one of the staff (Hailey) and we
made some coping strategies. Finding out I would stay on Stage B an extra
week, I stopped waiting for my time to end, I worked to get there from that
point on.
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Was there anything that hindered
your progress?

 Just my anxiety towards the new environment and being in the woods.
 yes the others around me. I wish I was out there alone
 Being immature with people. Not caring about stuff like my life story.
 Hearing a peer yelling that he no longer wanted to live, put me back to

when I said those things and letting it affect me.
 The people that I didn't get along with and how their behavior rubbed

off on me.
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Quantifying Outcomes of OLE



Two of our expected outcomes



Readiness for Change
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Summary


Our experience & youth OLE experience



Applicability of therapeutic elements to other approaches



Findings & importance of evaluation



Final questions or comments?
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Sincere thanks.

